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Abstract - This paper presents an innovative method of tracking the solar panels which are used for power production 
purposes in the renewable energy market. This computer based simple, low cost and efficient technique offer the possibilities 
of intelligent sun tracking mechanisms for photovoltaic systems. For that an algorithm containing astronomical equations is 
designed and programed through computer which drives the motors that rotate the panels in precise angles. The proposed 
design can be used in any part of the world regardless of the sun rise and sun set timings. The panel will exactly locate the 
position of the sun instead of heat or light and thus improves the efficiency and reduces the vibrations that occurs in the 
presence of clouds. The validity is checked through different model predictions and comparisons and the results are verified. 
 
Indexterms - Excel Macro, Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), Chronological Tracking. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is calculated that the efficiency of the entire panel 
system loses due to drive motors. When clouds 
interfere the light, the drive motors have to reposition 
themselves to an angle where it receives more light. 
This loses more power and in effect the efficiency of 
the system is reduced and power output is decreased 
[1]. The solar position tracking can be a solution to 
this method. Here the position of the Sun is tracked 
by astronomical equations and programmed in to 
Visual Basic for Applications. The program generates 
the azimuthal and elevation angles required for 
tracking. Both angles are the key inputs to drive the 
motor. Once the angles are ready, the program will 
control the drive motors and keep the panel always in 
perpendicular direction to solar light [2]. VBA is the 
acronym for Visual Basic for Applications. It is an 
integration of the Microsoft's event 
drivenprogramming language Visual Basic with 
Microsoft Office applications such as Microsoft 
Excel. Byrunning VBA within the Microsoft Office 
applications, you can build customized solutions and 
programs toenhance the capabilities of those 
applications. There are two ways which you could 
program a VBA, one is toplace a command button on 
the excel and start programming by clicking the 
command button, another one is towrite Visual Basic 
functions inside the VB Editor. 

 
II. ASTRONOMICAL EQUATIONS TO 
OBTAIN POSITION OF THE SUN 

 
To obtain Azimuthal and elevation angle there are 
some prerequisites. [3] 
Let the sample date for solving astronomical 
equations be 8th May 2016 
Total no of days completed from the beginning of the 
year = D = 8th May 2016 – 1st Jan 2016 = 128  
(1) 

Time taken for calculating is local time of Kerala 
8:53:19AM  
Converting time in to decimals 8Hrs+53mnts/60 = LT 
= 8.8833           (2)  
Latitude of the region = φ= 10.21 
Longitude of the region = 76.17 
Greenwich Mean Time = GMT = 5.5 
Local Standard Time Meridian = LSTM = 15*GMT 
= 15*5.5 = 82.5              (3) 
Factor = B= ( )∗  = ( )∗  = 46.35         (4) 
sin (2B) = 0.9989  
cos(B) = 0.6904 
sin(B) = 0.7233 
Equation of time = EOT = 9.87* sin (2B) –
7.53*cos(B) – 1.5*sin(B) = 3.575            (5)  
Time correction factor = 4*(Longitude – LSTM) + 
EOT = 4*(76.17-82.5) = -21.744            (6)  
Local Solar Time = LT + TC/60  
= 8.8833+-21.744/60 = 8.52           (7) 
Hour Angle = 15˚(LST-12) = 15*(8.52-12) 
 = -52.186                 (8) 
Declination = δ = sin-1(sin(23.45)*sin ( 

 
( D −

81) ) )  
= sin-1(sin(23.45)*sin ( ( 128 − 81) ) )          (9) 
δ= 16.96 
Elevation Angle = 
sin-1(sinδ*sinφ+cosδ*cosφ*cos(HRA))                 (10) 
α = sin-
1(sin(16.96)*sin(10.21)+cos(16.96)*cos(10.21)*cos(-
52.186)) = 39.009˚  
Azimuthal angle 1 =  
cos-1((sinδ*cosφ-cosδ*sin φ*cos(HRA))/cosα)     (11) 
β =  cos-1((sin(16.96)*cos(10.21)– 
cos(16.96)*sin(10.21)*cos(-52.186))/cos(39)) = 
76.41˚ 
Azimuthal angle 2 = 360˚ - 76.41˚ = 283.58˚        (12) 
Choose Azimuthal angle1 for LST < 12  or HRA < 0 
and choose Azimuthal angle 2 for LST>12 or HRA 
>0  
So final Azimuthal angle = β =  76.41˚ and  
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Finale elevation angle = α = 39˚ 
 
III. PROGRAMING IN VBA 
 
All the above mentioned astronomical equations 
trigger ona timer based program [4]. The program is 
basically written in Visual Basic for Applications 
Language and it isone among the simplest 
programming languages that runs on any computer 
even it has slow processor which is the attraction of 
this technology. The code runs to trigger the timer 
automatically and calculate the azimuthal and 
elevation angles after every minute. The program is 
linked to a START button and it runs once the button 
is triggered from the Excel sheet. Once the code is 
written on a VBA page it becomes an Excel Macro 
code and such Macros can be called explicitly with 
the help of buttons on sheet. Here the code mentioned 
below has to be inserted in an Excel sheet code for 
automatic triggering and also has to be inserted in a 
module. A module is the space where the program 
can be written and can be called explicitly with a 
Macro button. Sheet codes run automatically and 
cannot be assigned to buttons. Here K1 is the cell in 
the Excel sheet where local time is entered. The 
program runs every minute and triggers the K1 cell. 
This will calculate the new values of equations coded 
in other cells. 
 
Dim SchedRecalc As Date 
Sub Recalc() 
With Sheet1.Range("K1") 
.Value = Format(Time, "hh:mm:ss AM/PM") 
End With 
Call SetTime 
End Sub 
Sub SetTime() 
SchedRecalc = Now + TimeValue("00:00:01") 
Application.OnTime SchedRecalc, "Recalc" 
End Sub 
Sub Disable() 
On Error Resume Next 
Application.OnTime EarliestTime:=SchedRecalc, 
Procedure:="Recalc", Schedule:=False 
End Sub 

 
IV. USER INTERFACE 
 
The platform chosen to control the drive systems for 
solar position tracking is Microsoft Excel as in 
Figure.1.Here the excel file is the main part of the 
entire tracking and performs all the functions an 
integrated circuit performs in a conventional tracking 
method. Here the equations coded will calculate all 
the values needed for the tracker movement in one 
simple trigger. Once the person clicks the button, it 
will automatically calls the Macro code. Macro is an 
excel tool used to call programs and functions 
globally. A macro is a series of commands and 
functions that are stored in a Microsoft Visual Basic 

module and can run whenever you need to perform 
the task. It is a tool to avoid lot of repeated tasks. It 
can copy details from one workbook to another, can 
convert a mailing list to a database list, can do 
calculations and formatting all within one click A 
macro can be assigned to a button and can use to send 
data from an excel sheet to back end with the help of 
a data manager package. It can be used to create a 
‘Userform’. Through Macro headings can be changed 
dynamically in reports. A macro can beused to link 
different Microsoft tools like Word, Excel, 
Powerpoint etc. All the calculations are performed 
using excel formula and the program is written to 
keep the timer ticking and to trigger the calculations 
every minute. The obtained results can be directly 
sent to a motor for facing the sun in perpendicular 
direction always.  

 
Figure 1:  User Interface 

 
I. V. MODE OF ACCURACY AND CORRECTION 

 
Chronological Methodis the conventional method of 
calibrating the tracking system [5]. Here thecustomer 
has to manually adjust the settings to reposition the 
tracker. Whenever he shifts the position of the tracker 
from one geographical position to another, he has to 
readjust the input entries which are the latitude and 
the longitude. Further there will not be any update or 
upgrade options to calibrate [6]. At Polar Regions, the 
rising and setting of the sun is entirely different 
considered to the equatorial regions. So a simple 
chronological tracking will not be efficient in such 
places [7]. Due to the above mentioned 
disadvantages, another feature is added to the solar 
position tracker algorithm.That is the central control 
method shown in Figure.2. The program will not only 
calculate the astronomical equations but also update 
or upgrade the excel file through a button called 
‘UPDATE OR UPGRADE’. This feature helps the 
user to adjust the latitude and longitude without 
manual correction. This option will also help to 
upgrade the algorithm whenever some new features 
are incorporated to improve the accuracy. The user 
simply can press the button and a pop up will ask to 
enter the address of the place where he wishes to 
relocate and reposition his solar panel. Once he enters 
the data and click ‘SEND’ button as in Figure.3 in the 
user interface form, the data will be automatically 
sent to controller who controls all the files from all 
parts of the world. The user will receive a message 
box showing “YOUR NEW FILE WILL BE 
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RECEIVED SHORTLY”shown in Figure.4. The 
controller edits the excel file according to the new 
address and sends it back to the customer. The 
customer can thus use the new excel file for tracking. 
If the customer is willing to spend more money, then 
automatic GPS tracking can also be incorporated as 
an added feature [8].  
 

 
Figure 2: Update or Upgrade button 

 

 
Figure 3: Userform to type address of new location 

 

 
Figure 4: Confirmation Message box 

 
The codes required for the corresponding userform 
and popups are shown below. Here the code has 
regions where “#id#” and ”#pwd#” has to be filled 
with email id and password of the customer 
respectively and region where “#ctrl#” is seen has to 
be filled with control station email id.Program to call 
Userform is given below. 
 
Sub UPDATE() 
UserForm1.Show 
End Sub 
 
Program to run once the SEND button is pressed in 
the  
Userform 
 

Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() 
Cells(1, 16).Value = UserForm1.ADDRESS.Value 
Unload Me 
Set cdomsg = CreateObject("CDO.message") 
With cdomsg.Configuration.Fields 
.Item("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuratio
n/sendusing") = 2 'NTLM method 
.Item("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuratio
n/smtpserver") = "smtp.gmail.com" 
.Item("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuratio
n/smptserverport") = 587 
.Item("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuratio
n/smtpauthenticate") = 1 
.Item("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuratio
n/smtpusessl") = True 
.Item("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuratio
n/smtpconnectiontimeout") = 60 
.Item("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuratio
n/sendusername") = "#id#" 
.Item("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuratio
n/sendpassword") = "#pwd#" 
.UPDATE 
End With 
 
With cdomsg 
.To = "#ctrl#" .From = "#id#" 
.Subject = "UPDATE OR UPGRADE" 
.TextBody = Cells(1, 16).Value .Send 
MsgBox ("YOUR NEW FILE WILL BE RECEIVED 
SHORTLY") 
End With 
 
End Sub 
 

II. VI. RESULTS 
 

The Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 show the angles 
obtained at different dates and different times from 
the solar position tracker algorithm. The values are 
cross checked with magnetic compass and found that 
the sun is exactly in the same position as per the 
obtained values. For that the solar position algorithm 
is verified in 5 different countries with below 
mentioned latitude and longitude to confirm the 
generated values are true.  
 
The countries taken are India, Canada, USA, England 
and Australia. The excel file is sent to each person 
representing each country before said as a test basis 
and found that values obtained are true. Thus the 
solar position tracker can be used in any location and 
in any climatic conditions. The angles will always 
show the position of the sun and thus the drive motor 
can rotate and focus the panel perpendicular to the 
sunlight to obtain maximum power. The dates 
considered are according to Universal Coordinated 
Time and all the values are taken on 1-May-2016 
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Table 1 
Azimuthal And Elevation Angles At 6.00AM 

 
 

Table 2 
Azimuthal And Elevation Angles At 12.00PM 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A centralized control solar position tracking 
algorithm is built. The tracker exactly calculate the 
position of the sun according to the programmed 
astronomical equation and adjusts the panel towards 
the sun in perpendicular direction. Upgrade or update 
feature is incorporated to algorithm. It helps the 
customer to correct his position tracking with a single 
click. Thus efficiency of the drive system for rotating 
the panels can be improved. 
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